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Enigma Tales Star Trek Deep Space Nine
Continuing the Deep Space Nine saga—an original novel from New York Times
bestselling author David R. George III! At the end of 2385, in a significant shift of its
goals from military back to exploratory, Starfleet sent Captain Benjamin Sisko and the
crew of the U.S.S. Robinson on an extended mission into the Gamma Quadrant.
Tasked with a yearlong assignment to travel unknown regions, they set out to fulfill the
heart of Starfleet’s charter: to explore strange new worlds, and to seek out new life and
new civilizations. But now three months into the mission, their first contact with an alien
species comes in the form of an unprovoked attack on the Robinson. With the ship’s
crew suddenly incapacitated, seventy-eight of the 1,300 aboard are abducted—including
Sisko’s daughter, Rebecca. But Rebecca had already been kidnapped years earlier by
a Bajoran religious zealot, part of a sect believing that her birth fulfilled the prophecy of
the arrival of the Infant Avatar. Does her disappearance now have anything to do with
the harrowing events of the past? And for what purposes have these enemies taken
Sisko’s daughter and the rest of the missing?
One of the most popular and compelling Star Trek characters ever created, Dax is a
wormlike being who is joined body and soul to a succession of humanoid hosts. Each
life is different, each body is different, each personality is different, but all of them are
Dax. At one time or another Dax has been male, female, a Starfleet officer, a
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statesman, a scientist, and ambassador, even a serial killer. The symbiont's humanoid
hosts have included Curzon, friend of Klingons, and Jadzia, science officer on Deep
Space Nine and latterly wife of Worf. The most recent incarnation is Ezri Dax, station
counsellor on Deep Space Nine. Designed to appeal to fans of every version of Star
Trek, the stories in The Lives of Dax each show a different host's adventure - nine
incredible lives stretched out over 357 years of Star Trek history. The stories are rich
with different aliens, planets, battles, personal struggles, surprising revelations, and
guest stars galore.
The mysterious People of the Open Sky are the main suspects when sensitive files are
accessed without permission on Deep Space Nine, as tensions arise on a science
vessel crewed by species from the Khitomer Accords and the Typhon Pact.
At the turning point of the Dominion War, Captain Benjamin Sisko, facing certain defeat
by the overwhelming and relentless forces of the Dominion, initiated a secret plan to
secure the aid of the Romulans, the Federation's longtime adversaries. What began as
a desperate attempt to save lives became a descent into an abyss of deception, moral
compromise and outright criminal acts, as Sisko became compelled to sacrifice every
ideal he believed in - in order to preserve those same ideals. In HOLLOW MEN the
aftermath of those events is explored as Sisko returns to Earth to answer for his
actions. But to his surprise, no one intends to punish him. The course he took is viewed
instead as a necessary and lesser evil which may yet prove to be the salvation of the
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Federation way of life. But Sisko's own conscience haunts him, and as he continues to
seek some kind of penance for what he has done, opportunists within Starfleet itself set
in motion a scheme which uses his actions as a springboard from which the Federation
will emerge from the war as an imperial power.
"Once you have their money, never give it back." -- #1 "Anything worth doing is worth
doing for money." -- #13 For centuries these and the other famous Ferengi "Rules of
Acquisition' have been the guiding principles of the galaxy's most successful
entrepreneurs. But the wisdom behind them was not won without a high cost in lives
and latnium. Now at last these inspiring tales of avaricious Ferengi wresting monetary
gain from the jaws of poverty are available to the profit-hungry across the galaxy!
Star Trek's grittiest and most challenging series may have reached its climactic
conclusion on the television screen, but all-new adventures on the frontiers of
Federation space continue between the covers of Pocket Books. In the aftermath of the
Dominion War that brought the Star Trek universe to the brink of ruin, space station
Deep Space Nine - the galaxy's nexus of military and scientific intrigue, situated as it is
on the wormhole that links two quadrants - once again becomes a flashpoint of
impending Armageddon when a surprise attack cripples the station, killing the First
Officer and threatening the fragile peace. Colonel Kira and the surviving crew of DS9 along with four controverisal new officers - are all that stand against the outbreak of a
new conflict and a doom fortold by the Prophets to coincide with the birth of Captain
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Benjamin Sisko's child. Meanwhile, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the USS
Enterprise make a startling discovery, one that will determine the course of an entire
civilisation and profoundly affect the lives of the crew of Deep Space Nine...
As the Federation prepare for a counteroffensive against the Dominion, Colonel Kira
Nerys struggles to prevent a galactic holocaust, Jake Sisko embarks on an impossible
quest that could plunge Bajor into chaos, and the crews of Deep Space Nine and the
Enterprise work together to stop a terrorist plot. Original.
After facing the Borg menace, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is looking forward to a
little exploration when the enigmatic Q informs them that the universe is at stake if they
don’t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this Star Trek: The Next Generation
novel. Nearly two decades ago, Jean-Luc Picard took command of the U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D, knowing it was an honor without equal. On her first mission,
the Enterprise was sent to Farpoint Station for a simple, straightforward investigation.
Perfect for a crew that had never served together. Then there was Q; an omnipotent
lifeform that seemed bent on placing obstacle after obstacle in the ship’s—and in
particular in Picard’s—way. And it hadn’t ended with that first mission. When he was
least expected, Q would appear. Pushing, prodding, testing. At times needling captain
and crew with seemingly silly, pointless, and maddening trifles. Then it would turn all
too serious, and the survival of Picard's crew was in Q’s hands. Why was it today that
Picard was remembering the day he took command of the Enterprise-D? Now he
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commanded a new ship, the Enterprise-E, with a different crew. But Picard couldn’t
shake the feeling that something all too familiar was going on. All too awful. All too Q.
Continuing the events detailed in Star Trek: Destiny: With the displacement and devastation
wrought by the Borg, can the Federation survive? Fortune has smiled on Lieutenant Jasminder
Choudhury, chief of security on the U.S.S Enterprise.™ She has survived. But her homeworld,
Deneva, one of the planets targeted in the massive Borg invasion, has not. The entire surface
has been wiped clean of everything, killing anyone who did not evacuate and rendering the
planet uninhabitable. Choudhury is left to wonder whether her family was one of the displaced.
Or are they all gone forever? The Enterprise is just one ship, and Jasminder Choudhury is just
one officer, yet her story is being repeated over and over across the galaxy. Hundreds of
thousands of displaced persons haunt the space ways, seeking comfort, looking for someplace
safe, somewhere, anywhere to find solace. Captain Jean-Luc Picard is ordered to do
everything he can to rescue and if need be to recover the lost souls from the Borg invasion.
For the first time in generations, citizens of the Federation know want, uncertainty, and fear.
Bloodied yet unbowed, the Federation now stands on the edge of a precipice. The captain of
the Enterprise finds himself in the unenviable position of wondering whether it is true that those
who can win a war well can rarely make a good peace.
Within every federation and every empire, behind every hero and every villain, there are the
worlds that define them. In the aftermath of Unity and in the daring tradition of Spock's World,
The Final Reflection, and A Stitch in Time, the civilizations most closely tied to Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine can now be experienced as never before...in tales both sweeping and intimate,
reflective and prophetic, eerily familiar and utterly alien. CARDASSIA: The last world ravaged
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by the Dominion War is also the last on which Miles O'Brien ever imagined building a life. As
he joins in the reconstruction of Cardassia's infrastructure, his wife Keiko spearheads the
planet's difficult agricultural renewal. But Cardassia's struggle to remake itself—from the
fledgling democracy backed by Elim Garak to the people's rediscovery of their own spiritual
past—is not without opposition, as the outside efforts to help rebuild its civilization come under
attack by those who reject any alien influence. ANDOR: On the eve of a great celebration of
their ancient past, the unusual and mysterious Andorians, a species with four sexes, must
decide just how much they are willing to sacrifice in order to ensure their survival. Biological
necessity clashes with personal ethics; cultural obligation vies with love—and Ensign Thirishar
ch'Thane returns home to the planet he forswore, to face not only the consequences of his
choices, but a clandestine plan to alter the very nature of his kind.
The Hortas of Janus VI are the greatest miners in the galaxy, capable of burning through solid
rock the way humanoids move through air. Recruited to help rebuild Bajor's devastated mining
industry, the Hortas could provide new hope for the planet's struggling economy. But when
Cardassian raiders abduct the Mother Horta, Commander Sisko finds himself stuck with twenty
Horta eggs -- and then the eggs begin to hatch... While Major Kira leads a desperate rescue
mission deep into Cardassian space, Commander Sisko faces a ravaging mass of newborn
Hortas -- uncontrollable, indestructible, and eager to consume Deep Space Nine™itself!
The Order of the Bat'leth: founded after Kahless's ascension to Sto-Vo-Kor, the Order was
tasked with rooting out dishonorable behavior and spreading the word of Kahless to the
Klingon people. In the subsequent millennium, the Order has become more ceremonial, but
now Chancellor Martok has called the Order back to its original function -- to preserve the
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cause of honor. Book Two Captain Klag of the I.K.S. Gorkon -- the newest inductee into the
Order -- has given his word to the Children of San-Tarah that the Klingon Empire will leave
them in peace. But Klag's old rival General Talak has ordered him to go back on his word and
aid Talak in conquering the San-Tarah's world. Now Klag must stand against his fellow
Klingons -- but will even his fellow members of the Order of the Bat'leth, not to mention his own
crew, follow him into disobedience? Or will they betray him to Talak? The crew of the Gorkon
faces its greatest trial in a glorious adventure that will be remembered in song and story
throughout the Empire!
For once, business is going well for Quark, not that anyone on Deep Space Nine™ truly
appreciates his genius for finding profit in the most unlikely of circumstances. Quark is even
looking forward to making the deal of a lifetime -- when he suddenly finds himself stuck right in
the middle of a major dispute between Bajor and the Ferengi Alliance. It seems that the Grand
Nagus is refusing to sell one of the lost Orbs of the Prophets to the Bajoran government, which
has responded by banning all Ferengi activity in Bajoran space. With diplomatic relations
between the two cultures rapidly breaking down, Quark loses his bar first, then his freedom.
But even penniless, he still has his cunning and his lobes, and those alone may be all he
needs to come out on top -- and prevent an interstellar war!
The Dominion War -- as seen in seasons 5,6 and 7 of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine -introduced a major story arc to the Star Trek universe and brought the Federation closer than it
had ever been to total annihilation. Against a background of conflict and chaos, alliances were
made and broken, ideals compromised for the sake of survival, fortunes shifted and lives
irrevocably shattered as the series explored the impact of war on combatant and civilian alike.
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It took countless lives and numerous acts of heroism and sacrifice on the part of many people
-- human and Klingon, Bajoran and Romulan; yes, and Cardassian too -- to save the day and
neutralize the threat of the Dominion. Now top Star Trek authors present twelve new stories of
those whose courage helped to win the war, among them Captain Picard from Star Trek: The
Next Generation and Captain Calhoun from Star Trek: New Frontier. Featured authors include
Greg Cox, Peter David, Kevin Dilmore, Michael Jan Friedman, Dave Galanter, Robert
Greenberger, Heather Jarman, Jeffrey Lang, David Mack, Andy Mangels, Michael A. Martin,
Josepha Sherman, Susan Shwartz, Dayton Ward and Howard Weinstein.
An original spin-off novel set in the popular Star Trek: The Next Generation universe from New
York Times bestselling author David Mack. Death slumbers in the ashes of silent planets,
waiting to be awakened and unleashed… Twenty years have passed since the interstellar
scourge known as the Husnock were exterminated without warning by a being with godlike
abilities. Left behind, intact but abandoned, their desolate worlds and derelict ships brim with
destructive potential. Now a discovery by a Federation cultural research team has drawn the
attention of several ruthless factions. From black market smugglers to alien military forces, it
seems every belligerent power in the quadrant hopes to capture the Husnock's lethal
technology. All that stands between the galaxy and those who have come to plunder the
cruelest secrets of the Husnock are Admiral William Riker, Captain Christine Vale, and the
crew of the Starship Titan. ™, ®, & © 2017 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks
and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
As the Federation and Cardassia Prime celebrate their strengthening ties and the Cardassian
ambassador to the Federation arranges a glittering diplomatic reception, forces who oppose
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the alliance prepare to make their move.

Before the Dominion War and the decimation of Cardassia...before the coming of
the Emissary and the discovery of the wormhole...before space station Terok Nor
became Deep Space 9™...there was the Occupation: the military takeover of an
alien planet and the violent insurgency that fought against it. Now that fifty-year
tale of warring ideologies, terrorism, greed, secret intelligence, moral
compromises, and embattled faiths is at last given its due in the three-book saga
of Star Trek's Lost Era... A seemingly benign visitation to the bountiful world of
Bajor from the resource-poor Cardassian Union is viewed with cautious optimism
by some, trepidation by others, and a calculating gleam by unscrupulous
opportunists. What begins as a gesture of compassion soon becomes something
very different. Seen through the eyes of participants on both sides -- including
those of a young officer named Skrain Dukat -- the personal, political, and
religious tensions between the Bajorans and the Cardassians quickly spiral out of
control, irrevocably shaping the futures of both worlds in an emotionally charged
and unforgettable tale of treachery, tragedy, and hope.
Commander Benjamin Sisko is just recovering from the death of his wife when he
is assigned command over the former Cardassian, but new Federation space
station, Deep Space NineTM. This space station is strategically located not only
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because of its orbit about Bajor, but also because of its proximity to the only
known stable wormhole in the galaxy. After meeting the other Bajoran and
Starfleet personnel assigned to the station, including a former Bajoran freedom
fighter and a shapeshifter, Sisko finds himself in that very wormhole and in the
midst of a metaphysical experience as the alien inhabitants of the wormhole
question the concepts of time and love. Sisko, filled with humanistic hubris,
begins to explain these experiences, and resolve his painful past.
A boy looks up. He sees a Cardassian's hand on his shoulder and knows that
this is usually a prelude to a beating or, if he is fortunate enough, arrest. The boy
knows how many disappeared during the Occupation of Bajor. So he does the
one thing he can think of: he bites the Cardassian. Then the nightmare begins.
He is ripped from the family that took him in as an orphan, clothed him, fed him,
always loved him unconditionally. And no matter how earnest, how caring the
commander of Deep Space 9 is, the boy knows this is all a horrible mistake. How
can someone from Starfleet judge him by what he looks like, not by what he is?
He prays to the Prophets; he is Bajoran. They all keep telling him that the test
proves the large Cardassian man is his father, that the other Cardassian -- that
oily gul -- took him away from his father. But the boy keeps telling them that he is
Bajoran, he only wants to go home with his father. So they send Rugal home -- to
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Cardassia. On the homeworld of the Cardassian Union where sacrifice and
devotion to the state are surpassed only by the government's need to keep its
people in check, one very lonely boy discovers that if he doesn't resist, his life -like those of so many others -- will be added to the tally of the never-ending
sacrifice.
Trying to hold the family together after her mother's death, Hannah worries about
her sense of purpose when her father returns to the sea and her younger siblings
become self-sufficient, and Hannah decides to make a wonderful quilt. Reprint.
Continuing the post-television Deep Space Nine saga comes this thrilling original
novel from New York Times bestselling author David R. George III! More than
two years have passed since the destruction of the original Deep Space 9. In that
time, a brand-new, state-of-the-art starbase has replaced it, commanded by
Captain Ro Laren, still the crew and residents of the former station continue to
experience the repercussions of its loss. For instance: Quark continues his
search for Morn, as the Lurian—his best customer and friend—left Bajor without a
word and never returned. Quark enlists a private detective to track Morn down,
and she claims to be hot on his trail. Yet the barkeep distrusts the woman he
hired, and his suspicions skyrocket when she too suddenly vanishes. At the
same time, Kira Nerys emerges from a wormhole after being caught inside it
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when it collapsed two years earlier. She arrives on the new DS9 to discover Altek
Dans already there. While inside the Celestial Temple, Kira lived a different life in
Bajor’s past, where she fell in love with Altek. So why have the Prophets moved
him forward in time…and why have They brought him and Kira together? ™, ®, & ©
2016 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
CARDASSIA. Ravaged by the Dominion War which its leaders helped to begin,
this once proud and xenophobic planet is the last place Miles and Keiko O'Brien
thought they would build a life. But Cardassia's struggle to make itself anew and
to throw off the legacy of its imperial past is hampered by those who prefer the
old traditions. Una McCormick weaves a tale which brilliantly captures a world of
contradictions: the need to atone and the steely darkness that share the
Cardassian soul. ANDOR. From one of the best-known worlds in the Star Trek
universe to one of the least. Heather Jarman brings the exotic Andor suberbly to
life, with its four sexes, its complex social dilemmas and its ancient, mysterious
past.
For nearly a decade Garak has longed for just one thing -- to go home. Exiled on
a space station, surrounded by aliens who loathe and distrust him, going back to
Cardassia has been Garak's one dream. Now, finally, he is home. But home is a
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world whose landscape is filled with death and destruction. Desperation and dust
are constant companions and luxury is a glass of clean water and a warm place
to sleep. Ironically, it is a letter from one of the aliens on that space station, Dr.
Julian Bashir, that inspires Garak to look at the fabric of his life. Elim Garak has
been a student, a gardener, a spy, an exile, a tailor, even a liberator. It is a life
that was charted by the forces of Cardassian society with very little
understanding of the person, and even less compassion. But it is the tailor that
understands who Elim Garak was, and what he could be. It is the tailor who sees
the ruined fabric of Cardassia, and who knows how to bring this ravaged society
back together. This is strange, because a tailor is the one thing Garak never
wanted to be. But it is the tailor whom both Cardassia and Elim Garak need. It is
the tailor who can put the pieces together, who can take a stitch in time.
Continuing the events from Star Trek: Fearful Symmetry, a new novel in the
ongoing Deep Space Nine series set after the end of the critically acclaimed
television series. Captain Kira’s lookalike, Iliana Ghemor, dreams of fulfilling a
prophecy that will mark her as the one true Emissary of the mirror universe—a
messianic figure who will lead her followers into a war that could trigger the
cleansing of countless alternate Kiras in countless parallel realities. But the
stakes are higher than anyone imagines, for the pull of destiny tugs at other souls
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who are swept into the vortex of the Prophets, remote and timeless beings who
have set these events in motion. Yet the outcome of this struggle for the fate of
one universe will ripple across many others, giving shape to a future that will
prove to be greatest trial yet for the heroes of station Deep Space 9.
An original novel based on the explosive new TV series Star Trek: Discovery!
Despite being an inexperienced Starfleet cadet, Sylvia Tilly became essential to
the USS Discovery finding its way back home from the Mirror Universe. But how
did she find that courage? From where did she get that steel? Who nurtured that
spark of brilliance? The Way to the Stars recounts for fans everywhere the untold
story of Tilly’s past. It’s not easy being sixteen, especially when everyone
expects great things from Tilly. It’s even harder when her mother and father are
Federation luminaries, not to mention pressing her to attend one of the best
schools that the Federation has to offer. Tilly wants to achieve great things—even
though she hasn’t quite worked out how to do that or what it is she wants to do.
But this year, everything will change for Tilly, as she about to embark upon the
adventure of a lifetime—an adventure that will take her ever closer to the stars…
At the turning point of the Dominion War, Captain Benjamin Sisko of Starbase
Deep Space 9 ™, facing certain defeat by the relentless forces of the Jem'Hadar
and the Cardassians, went through with a secret plan to secure the aid of the
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Federation's longtime adversaries, the Romulans. What began as a desperate
attempt to save lives became a descent into an abyss of deception, moral
compromises, and outright criminal acts, as Sisko sacrificed every ideal he held
dear in order to preserve the civilization that espoused those selfsame principles.
Now the aftermath of that choice is revealed for the first time as Sisko is
summoned to Earth to take part in the first Allied talks to come out of the
Federation's new partnership with the Romulans. But Sisko's conscience weighs
heavily on him, compelling him to seek some kind of penance for what he has
done...while elements within Starfleet itself set in motion a scheme to use Elim
Garak as a pawn against a human political dissident who may hold the key to the
outcome of the war. HOLLOW MEN A TALE OF THE DOMINION WAR
Kathryn Janeway reveals her career in Starfleet, from her first command to her
epic journey through the Delta Quadrant leading to her rise to the top as viceadmiral in Starfleet Command. The woman who travelled further than any human
ever had before, stranded decades from home, encountering new worlds and
species and overcoming one of Starfleet’s greatest threats – the Borg – on their
own remote and hostile territory.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Fall: The Crimson Shadow
comes a compelling and suspenseful tale of politics and power set in the
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universe of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. Elim Garak has ascended to Castellan
of the Cardassian Union...but despite his soaring popularity, the imminent
publication of a report exposing his people's war crimes during the occupation on
Bajor looks likely to set the military against him. Into this tense situation come Dr.
Katherine Pulaski—visiting Cardassia Prime to accept an award on behalf of the
team that solved the Andorian genetic crisis—and Dr. Peter Alden, formerly of
Starfleet Intelligence. The two soon find themselves at odds with Garak and
embroiled in the politics of the prestigious University of the Union, where a new
head is about to be appointed. Among the front-runners is one of Cardassia’s
most respected public figures: Professor Natima Lang. But the discovery of a
hidden archive from the last years before the Dominion War could destroy
Lang’s reputation. As Pulaski and Alden become drawn into a deadly game to
exonerate Lang, their confrontation escalates with Castellan Garak—a conflicted
leader treading a fine line between the bright hopes for Cardassia’s future and
the dark secrets still buried in its past... ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. Star
Trek and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
An all-new novel based upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! In a desperate
attempt to prevent the artificial intelligence known as Control from seizing crucial
information that could destroy all sentient life, Commander Michael Burnham
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donned the “Red Angel” time-travel suit and guided the USS Discovery into the
future and out of harm’s way. But something has gone terribly wrong, and
Burnham has somehow arrived in a place far different from anything she could
have imagined—more than nine hundred years out of her time, with Discovery
nowhere to be found, and where the mysterious and cataclysmic event known as
“the Burn” has utterly decimated Starfleet and, with it, the United Federation of
Planets. How then can she possibly exist day-to-day in this strange place? What
worlds are out there waiting to be discovered? Do any remnants of Starfleet and
the Federation possibly endure? With more questions than answers, Burnham
must nevertheless forge new friendships and new alliances if she hopes to
survive this future long enough for the Discovery crew to find her.... ™, ®, & ©
2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A thrilling original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next Generation /
Deep Space Nine! In 2367, Captain Benjamin Maxwell of the starship Phoenix
ordered the destruction of a Cardassian warship and a supply vessel, killing more
than six hundred crew members. Maxwell believed that the Cardassians were
arming for a new attack on the Federation, and though history eventually proved
he was probably correct, the Federation had no choice but to court martial and
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incarcerate him. Almost twenty years have passed, and now Maxwell is a free
man, working as a maintenance engineer on the private science station Robert
Hooke, home to crackpots, fringe researchers, and, possibly, something much
darker and deadlier. Maxwell’s former crewmate, Chief Miles O’Brien, and
O’Brien’s colleague, Lieutenant Commander Nog, have come for a visit.
Unfortunately, history has proven that whenever O’Brien and Nog leave Deep
Space 9 together, unpredictable forces are set into motion… ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS
Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
From the New York Times bestselling author David Mack comes an original,
thrilling Section 31 novel set in the Star Trek: The Next Generation universe! No
law…no conscience…no mercy. Amoral, shrouded in secrecy, and answering to no
one, Section 31 is the mysterious covert operations division of Starfleet, a rogue
shadow group pledged to defend the Federation at any cost. The discovery of a
two-hundred-year-old secret gives Doctor Julian Bashir his best chance yet to
expose and destroy the illegal spy organization. But his foes won’t go down
without a fight, and his mission to protect the Federation he loves just end up
triggering its destruction. Only one thing is for certain: this time, the price of
victory will be paid with Bashir’s dearest blood. ™, ®, & © 2016 CBS Studios, Inc.
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STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
Love and Hate. Faith and Doubt. Guilt and Innocence. Peace and War. Few
television series have embraced this symphony of contradictions on the epic
scale of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. From the vastness of space to the darkest
depths of the soul, from the clash of empires to the struggles of conscience, from
the crossroads of a galaxy to the convergence of hearts -- that seven-year
journey was both universal and personal, challenging its audience with stories
and characters that redefined Star Trek's Human Adventure for all time.
PATHWAYS TRAVELED...The widowed father struggling to rebuild his shattered
life, reborn as a religious icon to millions of believers. CHALLENGES
CONQUERED...The resistance fighter who aided her former oppressors in their
struggle for liberation and emerged as the leader she never imagined herself
becoming. TRUTHS REVEALED...The orphaned alien whose quest for his own
identity became the salvation of a quadrant. Rediscover this extraordinary saga
in a landmark collection of tales that confronts assumptions, divulges secrets,
and asks as many questions as it answers. These stories, entwined with familiar
episodes, reveal the world of Deep Space Nine anew as told by Christopher L.
Bennett * Keith R.A. DeCandido * Heather Jarman * Jeffrey Lang * Michael A.
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Martin and Andy Mangels * Una McCormack * Terri Osborne * Andrew J.
Robinson * Kevin G. Summers * Geoffrey Thorne
The Venette Convention has always remained independent, but it is about to become the
flashpoint for a tense military standoff between the two power blocs now dominating interstellar
space—the United Federation of Planets and the recently formed Typhon Pact. The Venetan
government turns to the Typhon Pact’s Tzenkethi Coalition for protection in the new order, and
has agreed to allow three of their supply bases for Tzenkethi use. But these bases—if
militarized—would put Tzenkethi weapons unacceptably close to Federation, Cardassian, and
Ferengi space. While Captain Ezri Dax and the crew of the U.S.S. Aventine are sent to
investigate exactly what is happening at one of the Venette bases, Captain Jean-Luc Picard
and the U.S.S. Enterprise are assigned to a diplomatic mission sent to the Venette homeworld
in order to broker a mutually acceptable resolution. But the Cardassian delegates don’t seem
particularly keen on using diplomacy to resolve the situation, which soon spirals out of control
toward all-out war. . . .
The pulse-pounding new Star Trek thriller from David Mack—a direct sequel to the New York
Times bestselling series The Fall! Amoral, shrouded in secrecy, and answerable to no one,
Section 31 is the mysterious covert operations division of Starfleet, a rogue shadow group
committed to safeguarding the Federation at any cost. Doctor Julian Bashir sacrificed his
career for a chance to infiltrate Section 31 and destroy it from within. Now it’s asking him to
help it stop the Breen from stealing a dangerous new technology from the Mirror Universe—one
that could give the Breen control over the galaxy. It’s a mission Bashir can’t refuse—but is it
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really the shot he’s been waiting for? Or is it a trap from which even his genetically enhanced
intellect can’t escape? ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are
trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The USA TODAY bestseller—based on the new Star Trek TV series! “Fifteen years ago…you
led us out of the darkness. You commanded the greatest rescue armada in history. Then...the
unimaginable. What did that cost you? Your faith. Your faith in us. Your faith in yourself. Tell
us, why did you leave Starfleet, Admiral?” Every end has a beginning…and this electrifying
novel details the events leading into the new Star Trek TV series, introducing you to brand-new
characters featured in the life of Jean-Luc Picard—widely considered to be one of the most
popular and recognizable characters in all of science fiction.
At the climactic close of the TV series of Star Trek Deep Space Nine the forces of the
Federation and their allies finally overcame the Dominion invaders and averted the threat of
totalitarian rule. And yet ... the future of the Alpha Quadrant is by no means as safe as it
seems. Deep within the bowels of Deep Space Nine is a secret that has been kept for seven
years. When it is uncovered the very heart of the Federation will be ripped apart, succeeding
where the shapeshifting Founders failed. The destruction of the Federation is at stake. Only
the crew of Deep Space Nine can stop it - but will they be in time?
An original enovella set in the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine universe! With his Starfleet
assignment temporarily on hold, Odo needs a distraction. He welcomes Chief O’Brien’s offer
to loan him some of the action-packed books that both men relish: tales about hard-boiled
private eyes, threatening thugs, and duplicitous dames. Then Quark suddenly goes missing
during a hastily planned trip to Ferenginar. His concerned friends on Deep Space Nine feel that
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Odo, as the station’s former chief of security, is uniquely suited to track Quark down. But once
on Ferenginar, Odo learns that Quark is trapped in the seamy underbelly of a criminal
enterprise that could have been ripped from the pages of one of O’Brien’s novels. To find the
bartender, Odo discovers that he must rely not only on his law enforcement background, but
his knowledge of all things noir….
Political tensions on Bajor are once again on the rise, and the various factions may soon come
to open conflict. In addition, a series of murders has shaken everyone on board the station.
While Security Chief Odo investigates the murders, Commander Sisko finds himself butting up
against a new religious faction that plans to take over Bajor and force the Federation to leave
Deep Space Nine. Odo soon traces the murders to a bizarre and dangerous form of holosuite
technology--a technology that turns it's users into insane killers and now threatens Sisko's son,
Jake. As the situation on Bajor deteriorates, Sisko learns that the political conflict and the new
holosuites are connected. Both are the work of a single dangerous man with a plan that
threatens the very fabric of reality. The plot is darker than anything Sisko has faced before, and
to defeat it, he must enter the heart of a twisted, evil world where danger lurks in every corner
and death can come at any moment--from the evil within himself, from his closest friends, or
even at the hands of his own son.
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